
                                                   

 

 

TIMBER SPECIES 

The wood is sourced predominantly regionally from renewable resources in Bosnia.  Seven different 
species of timber to select from which include European Walnut, American Walnut, European Oak, 
European Ash, Cherry, Elm, and Maple.  The furniture is finished with environmentally-friendly finishes 
including natural oils and soap which emphasizes the luxurious and organic beauty of the wood grain – 
creating colour diversity. The furniture, in essence, can breathe. 
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LEATHERS 

The Gruppo Zenith collection by Mastrotto is corrected and embossed, with a thickness of 0.8 – 1.0 mm. 
The average size of each hide is 3.8 – 4 sqm.  Finished using a water based system, the leather has a 
pigmented and protective top coat with a soft feel and a silky matte finish, perfect for upholstery. 

Stolz Select: Semi Analine Pigmented Nappa leather with a smooth grain structure originating from 
Scandinavian bull hides. Thickness is 1.2 / 1.4 mm. 

Stolz Vegetal: Originating from Scandinavian bull hides with an Aniline surface and a smooth structure. 
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KVADRAT AND DEDAR MILANO FABRICS 

Kvadrat are leaders in the industry of textile design,  internationally renowned and progressive in 
design, committed to continuously pushing the boundaries of aesthetic, creative, and technological 
advancement.  Their upholstery fabric is of the highest quality. 

Steelcut Trio 3: Designed by Giulio Ridolfo and Frans Dijkmeijer with a composition of 90% wool, 10% 
nylon.   

https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/2965-steelcut-trio-3 

Remix 3: Designed by Georgina Wright with a composition of 100% recycled polyester nylon.   

https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/2968-remix-3 

Revive 1: Designed by Giulio Ridolfo with a composition of 90% wool, 10% nylon.   

https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/7911-revive-1 

Harald 3: Designed by Georgina Wright with a composition of 100% recycled polyester.   

https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/8555-harald-3 
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Dedar Milano founded in 1976, Dedar is a family-run fabric house that expresses a personal style with its 
cutting-edge contemporary collections. Located close to Como, in the heart of a manufacturing district, 
Dedar experiments and innovates to attain product perfection through an ongoing dialogue with those 
craftsmen and textile specialists who are most familiar with the techniques employed in the production 
of excellent fabrics. Characterized by seductive colour palettes and unexpected patterns, Dedar’s fabrics 
combine precious yarns with research into fiber technology to offer various solutions for curtains, 
upholstery, and wall covering of timeless elegance. From 2011 to 2020, Dedar partnered with Hermès in 
the production and distribution of furnishing fabric and wallpaper collections. 

Adamo: A soft cotton velvet of superb Italian quality with a water-repellent treatment, which is 
hardwearing and versatile. An extremely compact plain of understated elegance for seating 
applications 100% cotton.   

https://dedar.com/en/product/adamo-eva#details 

Karakorum: A bouclé that intertwines wool and viscose in an uneven texture of loops and curls, 
inspired by precious astrakhan furs. With its soft and bulky hand-feel, this fabric is ideal for upholstery 
destined for intensive use 42%WO 33%CV 24%CO 1%PA. 
https://dedar.com/en/product/karakorum/karakorum-001   
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